CHANGES MADE TO IGETC STANDARDS 1.8

**Cover:** change version 1.8 to 1.9 and date from 2017 to 2018.

**Page 1 Section 1.0:** Change EO from 595 to 1100 revised.

**Page 3 Section 2.0:** Updated UC link; crossed off CUS from 1st paragraph.

**Page 4 Section 2.1:** Updated wording regarding engineering students and use of IGETC.

**Page 13 Section 8.1:** Added Example C.

**Page 15 Section 10.1.1a:** Added “with remedial content” to ESL courses not appropriate for IGETC. Added language regarding which ESL courses are appropriate for IGETC.

**Page 17 Section 10.1.3:** Replaced with new language for 1C as approved by GEAC.

**Page 17/18 Section 10.2:** Revised language regarding math courses appropriate for 2A.

**Page 18 Section 10.2:** Added Mathematics for Teachers to the list of courses not acceptable to fulfill Area 2A.

**Page 22 Section 10.6:** Reworked wording for Language Other Than English (LOTE).

**Page 28 Section 11.0:** Updated UC link.